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Challenge  

 

*******These are Draft Rules—subject to change***** 

Basic Rules: 

Teams may consist of 4-6 participants.   

 

This is a timed event.  The winning team will be the team that completes the entire course 

with the fastest time (including penalty minutes). 

 

Each challenge has a maximum time limit to complete.  Teams that have not completed the 

challenge by the time limit, will receive a 2 minute penalty and move immediately to the next 

challenge. 

 

(Teams will run in heats, with two teams running side by side.  Team times will be displayed 

on a leader board throughout the competition.) 

 

Teams should arrive a minimum of 45 minutes prior to their scheduled start time.  This will 

ensure time to register, review the rules and the course, and put on harnesses for the first 

challenge—the tower climb. 

 

The Course:  Name     Description 

 To the Top    Climbing 

 Trolley Boards   Teamwork/coordination 

 Numbers Up!   Archery/Compass  

 Lava River    Lashing and teamwork 

 Light it Up!    Fire Building 

  



To the Top! 

At the base of the tower there will be a wooden crate secured with four locks.  
The team may not proceed to the 2nd challenge without the contents of the 
crate.  Four keys needed to open the crate are located at the top of the tower.  
Four climbs must be made to the top to gather the four keys. Once all four keys 
are secured, the team may unlock the crate and proceed to the 2nd challenge.  
One climber may climb four times; four climbers may each climb once, or any 
other combination of climbers provided there are four climbs. 

Max Time:  15 Minutes 



Place the trolleys on the ground, side by side. Each participant stands with one 
foot on each board and holds onto a rope on each board.  As a team, the group 
walks by lifting a foot and pulling that rope up at the same time.    

-At least 4 team members must participate.   

-The team must traverse the specified distance without anyone’s foot ever 
touching the ground.   If a foot slips or a team member falls, the team must pick 
up the Trolleys, return to the start line and try again. 

Max Time:  5 Minutes 

Trolley Boards 



Numbers Up! 

Using the compass secured in the first challenge, one or more team members 
will shoot bearings to locate the correct targets for the archers to hit.  One 
archer shoots at a time, knocking over the target to reveal a number.  All four 
numbers must be revealed.  These numbers are then used to open a 
combination lock allowing access to a second crate.  The ropes found in this 
crate are then taken to the next challenge. 

Max Time:  5 Minutes 

 



Lava River! 

A river of Lava has cut you off from supplies you need to continue the 
challenge.  Use the rope you found in the crate, and the staves lying on the 
ground, to lash a long pole.  Reach across the lava river to retrieve a bucket 
containing supplies.   

Max Time:  5 Minutes 

 



Light it up! 

Your final challenge is to build and light a fire sufficient to burn a string, 
releasing your victory flag! 

The bucket you retrieved from across the Lava River contained your flint and 
steel, and some tinder.  After 5 minutes, you may request a book of matches, 
but you will receive a 5 minute penalty. 

The timer stops when you burn through the string and your victory flag is 
released. 

Max Time:  15 Minutes 


